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Adventuree of Samuel Pickwick Eu .,w
_

Dingley Dell scene:

V The atmosphere in one of eerredi and impending dieae-

ter. in the style of the play. Piekwick. from Ithe moment of

hie entmnce. ie concerned with the problem of Arabella and

Winkle — he in abeolutely dietmetad. We must understand

what hue happened to him we must nee what he is thinking and

perhope even opoaking to himself.

RHYTHM!

V In rhythm there are three stages: first there are

the main climaxee which uenetinee take the whole scene. then

auxiliary climaxee which are emller in time. and then accents

which are mostly memento which are leading from one auxiliary

climax to another.
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The atmosphere of depression lasts until we eee

Arabella and Winkle. The Sun and Weller scene in in this at-

moaphoro. and it must he very much appreeeod - they are without

the will to get up when they hear Stiggine at the door. The

scene between Stiggine and see and Weller is cold and official

and very eerieuo - without movement. Slowly the volcano in. _

Weller grows, but he does everything slowly. When he re-entera

after throwing Stiggine out. he is in. a. great etate of agitation
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and vary fired - grant parlor and temperament.

‘ In the scene with Pickfiick and Weller, Sun has

something of thc‘ mum quality ho had with Stigclnn - dry and

«Wthfor of fact. ‘Stigginu' objective in to penetrate into WM,“

their psychology because he has to salvo n tmmendoun problem.

‘ Rucfibl hm: min}! things to take data of — a roticulo.

mama fun. things uiound hor noel: - like a cheap chop. pay in w:‘‘‘‘‘ _

aware of everything - alert to ovorythlhg - but nof'co'guofitish.

She follows suq because one always £0010 aha in in danger: -

ho. is dangeroua for her. I

 

 


